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About This Game

Chaos Starter is a fight simulator with realistic physics. You are going to find yourself in different life situations, and every
time you will have to start a Chaos. No matter where are you and what you are doing, your only task is to spoil the event and

initiate a brawl.
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Title: Chaos Starter
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Kiddy
Publisher:
Kiddy
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 550

Storage: 1 GB available space
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Thanks for this game, been waiting for many years for a good arcade style rally game, Reminds me of the old colin mcrae
games and sega rally on the sega saturn, (showning age here) graphics are top notch but its the handling and gameplay that is
important in rally games, This game may not be a simulator but its one heck of a lot of fun, Awesome tracks and loads of
different types of cars, Played the crew 2 and forza 4 but I prefer this game, The fire and ice dlc is awsome, well worth getting.
I find myself physically leaning into corners to get that pefect power slide round the corners...
The only thing missing is ghost cars, which is a lot of fun to try to beat your best laps.
I would definately recommend this game to anyone looking for a fun arcade style rally game...
Thanks devs.. one of my favourit games as a child, i played this all the time, i had to play it again.. This is a pen-and-paper game
of words transposed to cyberworld with the help of the glorious Unity engine, but that's not the problem here (surprise!). The
problems are the following: no players online (only the dev runs a brasillian room currently) and no point in such user controlled
gaming (with minimal PC aid) where the opponents decide one's score like in real life. So its just a facilitating software for
registering who of your friends is the fastest to come up with certain letter words.

Это игра в слова на бумаге, транспонированная в киберпространство при помощи славного движка Единство, но не в
этом ее проблема (странно, правда?). Проблема состоит в том, что нет игроков в сети (лишь разработчик сейчас держит
бразильскую комнату) и отсутствие смысла в таком игровом процессе, управляемом игроками (с минимальной помощью
ПК), когда участники определяют счет друг друга как в реале. Так что это просто вспомогательная программа для
определения наибыстрейшего из ваших друзей, кто придумает слова на определенную букву.. This game is officialy
BROKEN. do NOT buy as you can NOT play either tournament OR open table.
Wait for an update.. Great game, has some really interesting gameplay mechanics and a good storyline which doesn't get boring.
I've tried other hacking games and they may be nice, but they have their problems (no story - only hacking, overcomplicated or
have timed events), and so far Mainlining is the one that I've actually enjoyed. The difficulty balance is great as well - puzzles
are logical, and the game thankfully doesn't punish you for making wrong decisions so you don't have to start over.

Other reviewers have complained about bugs, this is why I've decided to write a review - I haven't encountered any bugs in my
whole playthrough. I'm not saying there are no bugs, but at least I think the situation is not as bad as other reviewers describe it.

If you like hacking games, I do recommend it.. The main game (M&M:HVII) is not worth playing due to the anti-piracy
measures of Ubisoft. The HD version of Heroes III plays just fine though, strangely enough. However is much cheaper to buy
Heroes III all by itself.. I bought it in the sale for 69 cents and it wasn't worth it. The fun is over in a few minutes, I got finally to
100 but there didn't change a bit besides that the knots you have to circle around get a little bigger. Multiplayer stays fun for a
little longer, but there are enough just as funny free games all over the internet.. Got achievments not even meant for the game.

REC.OH.MEN.DEAD.

10/10. I love this game so much specialy when you cant see the unfisnished map of whitenes in the back round and how the
germans are far superior in the game compare to the soviets and that the shooting meca are so good. i love when i shoot some
one in the head and i can see a bullet hole the same size as ther head and they still dont die. 10/10 would smash
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Game seems to crash everytime I try to play it. Such a fun game that has got the entire family around the Virtual board game
table. I can has more Drawful & Jackbox.. what happen man this game seem dead.i can feel there is alot of chinese computer
player inside the game cause i can kill them really easy and the update is like gone. Huh. For a free game I'm actually thoroughly
impressed. I picked this up thinking it would be the dumb usual shovelware for Vive, but considering it's free, it's not bad.
Having taken only 15 minutes to beat, I definitely wouldn't pay more than 2$ for it. However, the gameplay is surprisingly solid
enough that if it were more than an hour long, I'd actually pay upwards of 5-10$ or so for it, which really isn't bad. The game
runs remarkably smoothly compared to many worse-looking VR titles, the action is nice and responsive, and I felt immersed in
the action.
The game plays almost exactly like a classic arcade shooter. And I don't mean "arcade" like a steam "arcade" game- I mean this
actually feels like one of the classic rail shooters that you play with friends at an arcade, paying tokens and being rewarded
tickets. Surprisingly, very (VERY) few VR games actually take advantage of this type of game mechanic, clearly making the
false assumption that it's not worth making it less immersive. The action makes you feel badass enough that it's borderline silly
(similar to arcades- as long as you have good aim, you can see all the opponents collapse in almost an instant). Between the
aesthetics, music, and action, this game feels *exactly* like a traditionalistic early 1980's sci-fi classic vibe.
There are only two cons that I'd say are substantial:
1. There are things that appear as fun, intimidating boss battles, of two kinds: A giant exosuit, and a powerful shielded knight.
Apparently, the giant exosuit isn't implemented in the game yet, since shooting it immediately brings you to the next area
without any fight. Although the shield knights would otherwise be badass, they go down in almost a single hit.
2. The reloading system feels a bit dumb. It's interesting- when you run out of ammo, a clip automatically appears in your non-
dominant hand and you have to slap it into the gun. This actually feels pretty cool. However, seeing as how bare-bones it is, I'd
rather just press a button. I like it when vive games let you use only one controller. In this game, you need to use the second
controller, but solely for this one purpose that isn't even necessary.

Overall, I've gone on too long seeing as this is a free game. I'd say it's 1000% worth downloading and playing. It's not spam, and
I promise that it actually gave me a wholeheartedly FUN experience for a solid 20 minutes or so. It doesn't even take up too
much disc space.. Pros:

- Simple yet striking visuals. It uses sharp contrasts and certain color schemes to create a very unique aesthetic. This is
minimalism at its finest
- Main gameplay mechanic involves shifting into the floor and building momentum (the floor naturally accelerates you upwards
when you shift into it). Very simple, but it's very fun to ramp up speed and try to hit the little dots.
- Solid level design and a good amount of content: There's quite a few levels (~160), and they vary in interesting ways. Most of
them revolve around the main gameplay mechanic of shifting and speeding at the right moment.
- Challenging yet not overly difficult. There are some frustrating levels, but for the most part it stays reasonable. If you wanna
really push yourself though, there be medals. Those are much tougher to get, and it can be fun yet frustrating trying to shave
seconds off your time

Cons:

- The soundtrack is minimal, and this is less fun. It is a very simple track that repeats and sometimes changes around as far as I
can tell. It doesn't get annoying, but it lacks variety.
- There's not much to the game beyond the challenge of shifting through the ground and collecting the little dots. It's a pretty
simple game.
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